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一人称小説がある。これらの一人称小説は、明治 36 年 4 月「英文学概説」講義の始めから、




























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































A Study on Personal “Reality” of Natsume Soseki
―Focus on the Theory of “Inertia” of Narrator 
who Erase himself in Heredity of Taste―
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This study pays attention to the coexistence of two time axis of Heredity of 
Taste , and deposits the three stories named “meterials collecting”, “expression” and 
self-made definition by consideration. Heredity of Taste adopts a variety of “meterials 
collecting method” and “expression method”, so it can be classiﬁ ed as either “realism” 
or “romanticism”. However, “I” adopts classiﬁ cation method of “realism” as a result of 
deﬁ ning his own work, it was decided as a “novelty thing”, which cannot be a “realism 
literature”. This kind of classiﬁ cation result is only the “truth” for “I” at the end of the 
novel. Soseki made a sarcastic comment on the narrowness of the insight of literary 
persons who deﬁ ne literary works by an ism which is becoming the mainstream at the 
time via depicting “I” as one person who cannot see the infinite possibilities existing 
inside him. This is a satire that can be made into a work, which is unique to Soseki who 
suggests that the possibility of literature should not be restricted to a single school. “All 
the express technique” is nothing but the “expression method” to aﬀ ect the undulations 
of emotions as an experience of reading of the reader, and to feel the reality in ﬁ ction. 
This is why Soseki presented “F + f” as a basic form of literature and expressed the 
effect of “mesmerize” in “all the express technique”. Representing in a form is an 
operation of homogenization, in order to get rid of elements that are not necessary in 
deﬁ ning "literature". In other words, it means that even if the “truth” in literature is not a 
real “truth”, it has suﬃ  cient value as a “literature” if the reader feels realism.
